Morphological characterization of colorectal pits using autofluorescence microscopy images
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ABSTRACT – Background – Colorectal cancer is one of the most prevalent pathologies. Its prognosis is linked to the early detection and treatment. Currently diagnosis is performed by histological analysis from polyp biopsies, followed by morphological classification. Kudo’s pit pattern classification is frequently used for the differentiation of neoplastic colorectal lesions using hematoxylin-eosin stained samples. Few articles have reported this classification with image software processing, using exogenous markers over the samples. Processing of autofluorescence images is an alternative that could allow the characterization of the pits from the crypts of Lieberkühn, bypassing staining techniques. Objective – Processing and analysis of widefield autofluorescence microscopy images obtained by fresh colon tissue samples from a murine model of colorectal cancer in order to quantify and characterize the pits morphology by measuring morphology parameters and shape descriptors. Methods – Adult male BALB/c C medc strain mice (n=27), ranging from 20 to 30 g, were randomly assigned to four and five groups of treated and control animals. Colon samples were collected at day zero and at fourth, eighth, sixteenth and twentieth weeks after treatment with azoxymethane. Two-dimensional (2D) segmentation, quantification and morphological characterization of pits by image processing applied using macro programming from Fiji. Results – Type I is the pit morphology prevailing between 53 and 81% in control group weeks. III-L and III-S types were detected in reduced percentages. Between the 33 and 56% of type I was stated as the prevailing morphology for the 4th, 8th and 20th weeks of treated groups, followed by III-L type. For the 16th week, the 39% of the pits was characterized as III-L type, followed by type I. Further, pattern types as IV, III-S and II were also found mainly in that order for almost all of the treated weeks. Conclusion – These preliminaries outcomes could be considered an advance in two-dimensional pit characterization as the whole image processing, comparing to the conventional procedure, takes a few seconds to quantify and characterize non-pathological colon pits as well as to estimate early pathological stages of colorectal cancer.

INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the diseases with the highest incidence and mortality worldwide(1) whose prognosis strictly depends on early detection and therapy of premalignant and malignant lesions(2). It commonly arises from adenomatous polyps, which may progress into invasive adenocarcinomas over time(3,4). Currently diagnosis is performed by histological analysis from polyp biopsies(5).

Neoplastic and adenomatous polyps discrimination by colonoscopy is important since the removal or biopsy of hyperplastic polyps implies loss of time and resources, and might increase the incidence of bleeding and perforation(5,6). Despite screening for polyps via conventional white light colonoscopy had reduced the overall mortality(7,8), it is inadequate for real-time characterization. For details, mucosal surface pattern and vascular architecture can be visualized in vivo by magnifying endoscopy(2).

Kudo et al.(7) established the Kudo’s pit pattern classification having analysed the surface mucosal pits using an in vivo magnifying endoscope and an in vitro stereomicroscope, and classified the lumen shape of the crypts. This is one of the morphological classifications proposed that has been proven as a highly accurate diagnostic criterion, frequently used for non-neoplastic and neoplastic colorectal lesions differentiation using samples stained with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E), as in the classic anatomopathological diagnosis(2,7,8). FIGURE 1 displays the pit pattern representations modified from Kiesslich et al.(9) and Liedlgruber(9). That pit pattern is classified based on the crypt pits, its underlying structure and the glands histology(2): circular pit (Type I); star-shape or papillary pit (Type II); small circular pit, smaller than Type I (Type III-S); large circular or tubular pit, bigger than Type I (Type III-L); branched pit (Type IV); and structureless (Type V). Types I and II are considered normal tissues or with benign changes (BC), hyperplasia and inflammatory polyps, whereas types III to V represent neoplastic and malignant changes (NC)(2). Thus, Kudo’s classification obtain clinical relevance owing to the importance in determining if the lesion must or must not be removed(10). Further, variations in shape descriptors has shown to differentiate adenomas from other lesions or between pit patterns, evidencing the significance of morphological analysis(11,12).
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Colon samples were collected at day zero and at fourth, eighth, sixteenth and twentieth weeks after treatment. Distal colon segments were extracted, longitudinally sectioned, mounted on slides with the luminal surface placed upwards, permanently wetted with saline and immediately observed by fluorescence microscopy. The use of laboratory animals followed the ethical code of International Organization of Medical Sciences for animal's experimentation.

**Images acquisition**

Three-dimensional (3D) images were obtained by optical sectioning using an Olympus BX50 microscope (Objective lens: UPlanApo 20X, AN 0.7) and a mercury UV lamp for epifluorescence microscopy (Filter: U-MSWG [BP 480-550, DM 570, BA 590]). Images were recorded with a monochromatic, refrigerated Apogee CCD camera (Andor, Belfast, UK), with 14 bits of resolution and 9 μm² of pixel size. They were stored in 8 bit .tiff files and consists of 40 optical sections (512 x 512 pixels) with 0.5 μm steps.

**Pits pattern characterization methodology**

3D images were photobleaching corrected, through a macro developed in previous works, and digital deconvolved by Richardson-Lucy algorithm from DeconvolutionLab plugin(27,28). A pit segmentation, quantification and characterization method, developed by macro programming from FIJI(29), is applied on the first slice of each image as it belongs to outermost side of the superficial mucosa. It consists of several steps where tools and plugins(30,31) are used by setting the required parameters. The first slice is extracted from the 3D image. Texture features, such as homogeneity and variance, are acquired to differentiate images and apply alternative steps when necessary. A noise circular pattern is reduced by a median filter and the autofluorescence dotting usually found at the intestinal mucosa surface, is smoothed applying a Gaussian filter. The pits morphology is accentuated by sharpening and enhancing the edges and then, dilation steps are applied to delimitate more the areas with intensities related to pits. The image is inverted and regions whose intensity values are above a threshold are found and the elements placed at the boundaries are removed. Pixel values higher than 0 are set to 255 and a new inversion is made to extract the structures representing pits, specifying a size range of 600 to infinity pixels². The scale is set up and measures about parameters and shape descriptors (area, centroid, perimeter, circularity, aspect ratio, roundness, solidity, elongation, sphericity, Feret’s diameter) are acquired over the segmented objects. Then, a characterization is performed by selecting quantification files obtained from the former step. A pit pattern type label from I to IV is assigned to each pit, based on the analysis of the combination of its elongation, sphericity and solidity values. The total number of pits is calculated as well as the percentages found for each pit pattern type. Furthermore, the whole amount of pits is characterized as BC or NC based on averages data published in Kiesslich et al.(39).

Finally, as images had different features owing to treatment, time and animal peculiarities, alternative parameters or steps were applied mainly depending on the homogeneity values, such as the threshold setting to find intensity values above it, a circularity filter addition when extracting the structures and/or the sequentially duplication of the smoothed and enhancing steps. Representative outputs are exemplified in FIGURE 2.
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Statistics
For control groups, six, three, three, four and six images were used at time zero and 4th, 8th, 16th and 20th weeks, while three, one, three and four images were used for treated weeks.

A sensitivity analysis evaluated the segmentation accuracy, dividing the true positives by the sum of the true positives and false negatives. The number of pits properly segmented and not segmented, from all samples from each week, were defined as true positive and false negative. A positive predictive value (PPV) tested the probability of true pits segmentation.

Continuous variables are summarized as median and range. A non-parametric factorial ANOVA was carried out by using ARTool package \(^{(32)}\) to determine differences in mean perimeter between 4th, 8th, 16th and 20th weeks for each treatment type. Non-parametric Mann-Whitney tests were applied when results were significant, followed by a \(P\)-value Holm correction.

\(P\)-values <0.05 were considered statistically significant. The analyses were conducted in RStudio \(^{(33)}\).

RESULTS

Pits characterization
The segmentation stage was validated through sensitivity and PPV analysis. The 76% of the total segmented pits, discarding the 16th and 20th treated weeks, were properly segmented. Those weeks were not included in the analyses owing to some pits seem to be merged due to the disease progression. In detail, the sensitivity values stated for the time zero, 4th, 8th, 16th and 20th weeks of the control groups were 75%, 46%, 79%, 84% and 76% while 0.83, 0.81, 0.79, 0.83 and 0.73 were their respective PPV. The 4th and 8th weeks from treated groups obtained 91% and 80% sensitivity values as well as 0.64 and 0.89 PPV. FIGURE 2 represents the original pseudo-colored image and the respective segmentation for representative cases.

Subsequent quantification outcomes are displayed in TABLE 1. Control group pits exhibited perimeters that ranges between 0.04 and 0.12 mm whereas the ones from the treated group shown a wider range where the largest perimeter is close to 1 mm. The same behavior is observed in almost all of the areas from the treated group weeks regarding de control weeks. Both parameters exhibited decreasing values in the 8th treated week and despite its pit pattern was characterized as BC, that reduction might evidence a transition between pathology stages, tending to adopt a neoplastic pattern. The values quantified for treated animals of 16th and 20th weeks exhibited an increment which could be a consequence of the quantification of branched pits (Type IV) or from the possible coalescent pits instead of individual structures.

The interaction between time and treatment factors (FIGURE 3) was determined by a statistically significant \(P\)-value \((P\)-value=1.0252e-05\). By cross-factor pairwise comparisons, statistically differences in mean perimeters were found between the

TABLE 1. Pits morphology quantification and characterization using autofluorescence images from control and treated groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental stage</th>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Pits (N°)</th>
<th>Perimeter* (mm)</th>
<th>Area* (mm(^2))</th>
<th>Sphericity**</th>
<th>Elongation**</th>
<th>Solidity**</th>
<th>Kudo’s Pit Pattern Morphology Associated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04–0.1)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.12–0.5)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>BC (Type I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.05 (0.04–0.08)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.14–0.42)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04–0.09)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.13–0.40)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>BC (Type I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04–0.12)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.13–0.46)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.05 (0.04–0.08)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.13–0.33)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.06 (0.04–0.2)</td>
<td>0.19 (0.12–0.96)</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>BC (Type I)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.05 (0.04–0.07)</td>
<td>0.16 (0.12–0.29)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.07 (0.04–0.17)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.12–0.56)</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>NC (Type III-L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.08 (0.04–0.87)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.13–6.6)</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>BC/NC (Types I, III-L, IV)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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FIGURE 3. Two-way combinations of factor interaction plot.

20th week from control and the 4th (P-value<0.05), 16th and 20th (P-value<0.01) weeks from treated groups, the 4th control week and the 16th and 20th treated weeks (P-value<0.05) as well as the 8th control week and the same treated weeks (P-value<0.01) and lastly, the 16th and 20th weeks from control and treated groups (P-value<0.05).

The pit pattern characterization considering sphericity, elongation and solidity parameters showed that the majority of the control group pits had averaged sphericity and elongation values relating to roundish morphologies while averaged solidity parameter stated that the edges of the pits were not rough, assigning Type I as the prevailing type between 53% and 81% for each week. Moreover, type III-L was detected from 10% to 33% (except for the 8th week where this type was not found) and III-S from 3% and 11%. More pattern types were characterized in the treated groups, including II and IV types. In particular, type I was also stated in 51, 56 and 33% as the prevailing morphology for the 4th, 8th and 20th weeks followed by 21% to 25% of III-L type, while type III-L was the most representative pattern for the 16th week in the 39% of the pits followed by 24% of type I. For the 8th week, III-S exhibited the same percentage as III-L. Type IV was set in the third place for the 4th, 16th and 20th weeks, ranging from 14% to 18%. Finally, type III-S was found from 2% to 6% in 4th, 16th and 20th weeks and type II was only found in 16th and 20th weeks in 3% and 12% of pits.

DISCUSSION

Kudo’s pit pattern classification combined with autofluorescence image processing would be a useful approach that could allow an effective tissue evaluation aiming to detect early NC almost in real-time, bypassing staining techniques and preventing unnecessary biopsies. Qi et al. [14] developed an algorithm for two-dimensional (2D) and 3D morphological quantification using images from high-magnification chro-moendoscopy and endoscopic optical coherence tomography (OCT) but not relating those measures to Kudo’s patterns. Currently, only a few approaches apply image processing based on Kudo’s classification to analyse the pits morphology, using exogenous markers. The methodology proposed quantify and characterize pits based on autofluorescence image processing. It gets the number of pits per sample and shape descriptors data, estimating its representative pit pattern and characterizing as BC or NC the state of the analysed week. The segmentation and quantification implementation took, on average, around three seconds per image, whereas the characterization stage depended on the number of analysed pits (Around 2.3 seconds per 15 pits). The whole image processing takes a few seconds. Takemura et al. [12] succeeded in developing a semiautomated computerized system for recognition of regular pit patterns on high-magnification chro-mo-colonoscopy images by quantifying six shape descriptors, but it cannot be performed in real-time as it takes several minutes. Lastly, the conventional procedure takes around 70 hours from tissue dissection to image reconstruction and analysis as depicted in the workflow presented by Liu et al. [10].

Perimeter outcomes are supported by published research studies such as the non-pathological pit size reported in Tan et al. [30] as well as measurements stated for BC in Kudo’s pit pattern classification characteristics from pits visualized in non-pathological mucosa.

The pits were morphologically characterized separately for each week. All pattern types were found in most of the treated groups, prevailing the I, III-L and IV or III-S order for the 4th and 8th weeks and III-L, I, IV and II and III for the 16th and 20th weeks. As different patterns can be found within each period of time, it is critical not to estimate a BC/NC state using averaged parameter values. Previous reports suggest that types III-L or II could be the Kudo’s pit patterns more frequently found. Alvarezt [13] detected the III-L and II patterns in 49% and 41% of 53 resected lesions by magnified colonoscopy, while the 53.9% and 38.2% of 76 lesions were observed through chro-moendoscopy by Oliveira et al. [14]. By NBI, Tanaka et al. [26] and Bastos [22] found around 67% of type III-L in 84 and 39 analysed lesions, respectively. Finally, Su et al. [27] stated types II and III-L in 34% and 31% of 110 polyps by chro-moendoscopy.

Regarding to method drawbacks, as Takemura et al. [12], we also excluded some unsuitable images, mainly because of the tissue deterioration or the pathology progress, decreasing the sample size. Higher sensitivity percentages would be more appropriate to analyse the progression of a pathology. Further, the segmentation stage required the modification of a parameter or steps due to the tissue variability (and therefore the image features) that makes difficult the original intention of developing a method applicable to any image, regardless of the experimental stage considered.

The preliminaries outcomes can be considered an advance in 2D pit characterization since the method offers an alternative to characterize normal colon pits, as well as to estimate early pathological stages of CRC, reducing examination times and bypassing staining techniques. It must be refined and improved to achieve suitable data in the most advanced stages of CRC and the experimental stage needs to be repeated to expand the sample size, increasing confidence in the evaluations.

Future challenges will involve the extension to 3D processing and characterization.
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